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Table Top Snow Globe
Christmas

Designed By Chris Horne

Product Required:

1 x Anagram Jovial Santa mini Shape 4010602
1 x Anagram Crystal Clearz Petite 8298411
5 x Sempertex 5” Re�ex Gold 20014169
5 x Sempertex 5” Re�ex Crystal Red 20014505
5 x Sempertex 5” Metallic Green 20014505
1 x Sempertex 260 Re�ex Gold 20014180
0.5 litre of White Polystyrene beads
Balloon bond or glue.
Scraps of Modelling balloons
Gold metallic Vinyl “Merry Christmas!”
Gold foil Balloon weight.

Construction Method:
1. Create a cluster of 5 x 5” Re�ex Gold balloons in�ated to 4.5” and wrap tightly around the
 neck of the Foil weight.
2. Create a second cluster with 5 x 5” Re�ex Crystal Red balloons in�ated to 4” and sit it on 
 top of the Gold cluster. Pull one of the gold balloon necks up through the middle of the red
 cluster and wrap it around and through several times to secure. Ensure the clusters sit �at.
3. Repeat step 2 with a cluster of 5” Metallic Green balloons in�ated to 3.5”
4. Remove the valve from the Crystal Clearz Petite and in�ate fully to stretch it.
 Hold for a few moments, then de�ate.
5. Tip the polystyrene beads in through the neck, either through a funnel, or by stretching the
 neck open with a stretching tool.
6. Roll up the Jovial Santa foil and insert it into the Clearz through the neck, keeping the
 in�ation point outside.
7. In�ate the Jovial Santa, keeping hold of the in�ation point. Heat seal the Santa balloon. 
8. In�ate the Clearz until the Santa sits well inside. Seal the Clearz by twisting the neck and
 tying tightly with a scrap of 260. Tie into the top of the design.
9. Create a chain of Re�ex Gold bubbles in the 260 balloon, then wrap the chain around the
 design between the red and green clusters. Tie at the back, remove any excess balloon and
 hold in place with balloon bond if necessary. 
10. Apply the vinyl lettering to the Clearz balloon.

Estimated Labour time: 15 minutes


